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CHAPTER I 

THE PROBLEM~ THE METHODv AND DEFINITIONS 0F TERMS USED 

Apparently there are few instructional developments 

that have stimulated so much controversy or have attracted 

so mu.ch attention as tea,chi.ng machines, programmed instruc= 

tion, or the many terms used to describe the new idea of 

automated instructi.on. It is i.mportant that, since indus= 

trial training and academic education are extremely expen

sive~ involving many millions of dollars each year, re

search and development be instigated to insure the most 

efficient teaching methods for the money spent. The use of 

programmed instruction seems very promising for both indus= 

try and education because there i.s strong evidence that 

significant increases in efficiency, economy, and speed of 

instruction can be produced.1 

I~ THE PROBLE:M 

Statement pf th~ froblem 

The purpose of this study was to: (1) develop a pro= 

grammed text to teach a. unit of an :industrial arts coursei 

(2) investigate the effectiveness of programmed material in 

teaching selected basic fundamentals of electricity and 

1Will~am A. Deter line, A:n Tnt.!:Q.fi£ill,or1 ~ Pr~eg 
Instruction. (Englewood Cliffs:- Prentice~·Ha.ll.~ 19b2J, p. 'v·iio 



electronics to eighth grade Industrial Arts students; (3) com= 

pare the means of a controlled group and an experimental 

group by statistical analysis to determine the efficiency 

I~ would seem that a subject surrounded by so muc~ 

controversy would in itself be enough justification tc ex-

plore some of the rami.fication,s imroJvedo 

Psychologists have been able to identify some of tne 

tor new tools to i.ncrease and vti ::ie'.t t:t1 e sco p<e of edl(cat IT 'C"na J: 

processeso It is up to the edu~ati0nal r~sea~cher to use 

these tools and teet them so that they may be used for ~ 
r, 

en1 ,ighten:ment of our youth o.:. 

Programmed :instruction i:> promising 'Wl tt. n:ew concept.;s 

of teaching that can parallel the extreme advances of our 
J 

modern technological societyo As our society advances so 

must. educational processes and techniq·ueso 

In Industrial Arts teaching the use of tools. pro

cesses9 and materials is becoming increasingly more diffi~ 

cult due to the rapid advances of industrial technologyo 

Again,· i.t appears that programmed instruction may show tre~, 

2Ib"d 1 2 l • 9 pp 0 ~ 0 



mendous promise in teaching industrial subjects~ It is im

portant that more research be done in the area of programm

ed instruction in Tndustrial Arts. 

3 

At the 1963 National Convention of Industrial Arts 

Teachers, held on April 9th, lOth, and 11th, in Indianapolis, 

rndiana, a meeting of the Research Committee, attended by 

the writer, included a repOJ:"~ that only thirteen comparative 

studies of programmed instruction in Industrial Arts had 
. ~ . - ~ ' . -

been completed, in ,the United S~tates and Canada. This fact 
• - - ~I 

alone would indicate a great deficiency in this area. 

Limitations 2f ~~ Study 
' . 

The st~dy.was limited to two groups of eighth grade 

students, each gro~p consisting of fourteen boys. The 

groups were chosen from the eighth grade class of Rockviile 

Junior High School. 

The equality of the two groups was assumed only on 

the basis of the I. Q. scores. Further limitations were 

imposed due to the relatively short-range measure of effec

tiveness, small sample size, and the short programmed 

sequence. The Hawthorne effect possi.bly influenced the 

participants in favor of the programmed treatmento 

Time wa~ a limiting factor because of the require= 

ment to finish the thesis in one academic year. 

The cost of ~aterials and labor limited the study 

since the major part or the expense was. furnished by the 
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writere 

In reviewing the literature, the writer found that 

the number of available programs in Industrial Arts subjects 

was very limited. It was difficult to write the program for 

the study because of the sma.ll number of examples. 

II .. METHODOLOGY OF THE STUDY 

Pr~ar~Q.!l of .££Q_gf~d !:.~· ln order to conduct 

the experiment it was necessary for the writer to develop 

a programmed text for use in teaching a segment of an Indus~ 

trial Arts subject. After considering the available pro~ 

grams it was decided that it "'roul d be necessary to write a. 

program that would be suitable for the experiment. 

The experimental p!'ogram ·was based on a film strip 

produced by Basic Skill Film3 Incorporated. Permission was 

granted by Basic Skill Films to use parts of the film strip, 

adapted to a booklet form, for the purposes of this study. 

A copy of the permit is in the appendix labeled Appendix G. 

The subject of the programmed text, The R~sistor 

Color Code, lf~·as chosen because of the experl ence of the 

writer in electricity, and because it was felt that mo:3t of 

the subjects would have no prior knowledge of the color code. 

The Basic Films film strip developed the color code only 

through the first five colors. The writer rewrote the first 

section of the film strip with major revisions in order to 



adapt it to the booklet form. The second half of the color 

code was written to follow the first so that it would read 

in logical order. At the end a section was added which was 

designed to teach the tolerances by the color of the fourth 

color bando (See appendix B for program.) 

,!estiiJ:.g "of ~IJ!.o The next step in the prepara= 

tion of the program was the testing for preliminary revi~ 

sionso The first series of testing was accomplished by 

presenting the program to selected individuals at differen~ 

age levels and of different educational backgroundso After 

the first revision the materials were presented to a group 

of 12 college freshmen in a beginning electricity course. 

The preliminary testing was conducted with college stujents 

due to their availab!lity and because the!r entry behavior 

to the program was si mll a:.r to that of the eighth grader;:. o 

When correct.ions had been made follow:JI.ng thi.s t8sting~ i.IJ:: 

was considered ready for printingo 

The program was typed on airect image multilith 

maste:rs, Draw:i.ngs were pla·ced on the pages in the proper 

positions and the program was printed by the off-set print

ing process, The resulting booklet was bound and trimmed 

to a finished size of 5"' x 7", After 24 booklets were 

printed, each was hand~colored with felt tipped marking 

pencils, The finished booklets were then ready for the 

pilot study, 

5 
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The 12_ilot .§_tugy. The pilot study was conducted at 

Brazil Junior High School, at Brazil, Indiana, in an eighth 

grade beginning electricity class. The pilot study was 

conducted primarily to prove the booklet at the acceptable 

response level of ninety-five per-cent or above. 

During the pilot study, each student of the group of 

twenty was given a copy of the booklet and a sheet of paper 

on which he was directed to record his responses to the 

questions from the program. Each student was timed. After 

the program was given and the response sheets tabulated, the 

average time of the group for the completion of the program 

was thirty minutes. The response level was found to be 

ninety-six and eight-tenths per~cent correct, which was well 

within the range suggested by Skinner and other linear pro-

gr&mmers. 

Local~y. The experiment, upon which this paper is 

based, was conducted at Rockville Junior High School at 

Rockville, Indiana. The lesson was presented to two groups 

of fourteen boys each, and was administered during the re~ 

gular school day (May 20, 1963). 

Equating of groups. Equating of the groups was ac

complished by a pairing technique in which random indivi

duals were selected and placed in group one and group two 

according to I. Q. scores obtained from the California Test 



of Mental Maturity. 

Administration of lesson. Group one was treated as 

the control group and was taught the resistor color code, 

the values of colors, and the tolerance values by means of 

a prepared lesson plan. The lesson materials were placed 

7 

on the board with colored chalk, thus covering the same 

material contained in the programmed text. Both groups were 

urged to do their best in preparation for an achievement 

test. Group two was the experimental group. Each member 

of group two received a copy of the programmed text and was 

instructed to work through the program. The students work

ed at their own rates of speed. The last one finished in 

thirty-six minutes. 

Post test. After instructing both groups, they were 

called into the same room and given a test over the material 

covered. The test consisted of some written objective type 

questions in which the values of colors were to be identi

fied. All thirteen colors, including the three tolerance 

colors were represented on a chart in a non-sequential 

order so that the student would have to have lep,rned the 

values of each in order to answer correctly. Five true or 

false statements were next followed by two completion pro

blems ip which the student had to transfer the values of 

two colored pictures of resistors. Finally, five practical 



application problems were presented f~r solution, in which 

five actual resistors were provided. (See appendix F for 

the text, and appendix I for the resistor capsule.) 

III~ DEFINITIONS OF TERMS USED 

In any new idea or method are terms that are new or 

old terms that have derived new meanings. Such is the case 

of programmed i.nstruction. The following is a glossary of 

terms and words used in this paper: 

Automated instruction - Instructional methods where~ 

by teacher or tutor functions are replaced, or provided, by 

a wholly or partially automated sequence of instructional 

segments that is prepared in advance and is capable of in-

structing effectively when presented without direct inter

vention or modification by a teacher. Also called "auto

matic teaching".3 

Cue, vanishing ~ A prompt presented originally, but 

gradually reduced or eliminated, thereby requiring the stu

dent to provide the responses independently. 

Fading - The gradual withdrawal of stimulus support 

in presenting items. 

3universal Teaching Machine Institute, Inc., Teach
ill Machine Terms: A Glossaa (Hackensack; Universal 
Electronic~ Laboratories Corporation, 1963). 
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Feedback - Communicating to th~ subject pursuing a 

sequence of programmed materials the information needed to 

modify responses so the failures or errors can be eliminat

ed and correct responses maintained. 

Frame - A single item or statement is exposed at a 

time. The exposed material constitutes a single frame. 

Hints - Similar to cues. Devices used to direct the 

students' behavior in the desired direction. Used to in

crease the liklihood of a correct response. 

Operant behavior - Behavior which operates or acts 

upon the environment. A fundamental concept in Skinnerian 

learning theory. 

Pace - The rate at which the subject is permitted to 

work through the programmed material. 

Pressey ~vice = The earliest known device (1926) 

originally developed for use with multiple choice tests. 

Device could be set so that items missed could be skipped 

or repeated until success was established, a raw score ob

tained, and an item analysis or error count secured.4 

Program - The subject matter that is to be learned 

by the student via the machine or other device. 
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Programmed instruct-Jog ~· the most widely used desig

nation for a new and rapidly developing field that may be 

described as the application of the science of learning to 

the tasks of training and educating.5 For the purpose of 

this thesis the words programmed and programming will be 

spelled with two m's. Authorities differ as to the spelling. 

ProgrammeQ. textbook ·- a special book in which the 

subject matter to be learned has been arranged into a series 

of sequential steps leading from familiar concepts to new 

materials. This differs from a "scrambled textbook" in that 

the content is arranged so that the student proceeds direct-

ly from one step to the next, or from one succeeding page 

to the next, rather than skipping around. The student 

generally is asked to construct a response as opposed to a 

choice. Some authorities, however, define a scrambled book 

as a type of programmed text. 

Programmer ~ A person who designs a program. Fre-

quently he is a subject matter specialist. 

Programming, intrinsic. - More frequently known as 

branching. A method of programming materials that directs 

the erring subject along certain corrective pathways before 

5
stuart Margulies, Lewis D. Eigne, Applied Programmed 

Instruction (New York: John Wiley and Sons, Inc., 1962) p. 2. 
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he is permitted to pr:oceed to the next step in the program. 

This. requires that each step contain multiple choice 

answers. 6 

Reinforcement, immediate - The process of providing 

the subject with immediate feedback or information regard

ing the success or failure of his performance. This is 

typically provided in the form of knowledge of results. 

Response mode - The form of the response a student 

makes while working on a program. 

Scrambled book - A special book containing material 

to be learned in programmed sequential form, but in which 

the student is directed to different pages not necessarily 

in consecutive order. By means of alternate choice re~pcn

ses at each step, branching to new or review material is 

made possible. A type of intricsic programming. 

Skinner device - A round, flat, record-like device 

which contains a set or series of programmed materials for 

the Skinner device. Contains the questions to be answered, 

spaces for recording student's answers and the correct re

sponse, as well as for making a record of successful or un

successful· performance. 

6
Universal, ~ cit. 
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Stimulus device - A. type of teaching aid which pre

sents materials to the subject through one or several of the 

various senses. No active response is required on the part 

of the subject during the presentation of the materials. 

Terminal behavior - The behavior a program is design

ed to produce. 

Vanishing - The basic problem here is to evoke a 

given bit of behavior, at least once, in the presence of 

an appropriate stimulus, so that it can be reinforced. One 

solution is to begin with stimuli which already control 

the behavior and to reduce them slowly as learning proceeds. 

This would be the removal of the "Prompt Support". 



CHAPTER II 

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 

INTRODUCTION 

"Programmed instruction" is a term used to designate 

a new and rapidly growing field o~ applying the science of 

learning to the steps of training. The principles of learn

ing have been widely known but, through the innovation of 

programmed instruction they have been brought into simultan

eous operations in a systematic way. 

Chapter II is divided into four sections. (1) pro

grammed instruction: an overview; (2) a background of auto

mated instructional devices; (3) the learning process and 

programmed instruction; (4) programmed instruction and its 

use in education. 

PROGRAMMED INSTRUCTION: AN OVERVIEW 

Much credit must go to Dr. B. F. Skinner of Harvard 

Univer~ity and his colleagues for their contributions that 

established important principles applicable to all learning.? 

The method qf teaching by questions, the tutorial or 

Socratic method, i~ the basis for programmed learning. This 

7stuart Margulies, Lewis D. Eigen, Applied Programmed 
·Instruction (New York: John Wiley and Sons, Inc., 1962), 
p. 2. 
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is combined with the Cartesian method of breaking down 

course materials int~ small sequential bits.8 

In the Skinnerian constructional response programs 

information that is to be taught is arranged in logical 

order, with each step building on the preceeding one. The 

difficulty of the steps is gradually increased so the stu

dent is not aware of it. Immediately following the student's 

response to the step or "frame", he is given the correct 

answer, so that he can compare it with his own. Programs 

are written and pre-tested to allow the students to make 

correct answers about 95 per cent of the time. This tends 

to make learning a pleasure, and encourages the student to 

learn faster and to remember longer. Each student may work 

9 at his own speed because the program is used individually. 

Some psychologists believe that the major contribu

tion of programmed instruction will be in fields requiring 

motor skills. The more elaborate "teaching machines" that 

use programs are being used with much success in teaching 

equipment operation, assembly line staffing and maintenance. 

When teaching machines are used as aids in assembly
9 

Bcharles I. Foltz, The World of Teaching Machines 
(Washington D.C.: Electronrc-Teaching-Laboratories, 1961), 
p. 3. 

9R. Lee and H. F. Defrancesco~ "Programmed Instruction 
and Teaching Machines," Westinghouse Engineer, )2:42, March, 
.1962. 
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, 

operation, and maintenance, human error is reduced and 

equality is improved; 10 

This indication that manipulative or motor skills 

lend themselves readily to programmed instruction is encour

aging to industrial educators who are concerned with this 

type of training. 

Programmed instruction generally takes one of two 

forms; linear (or extrinsic programming, or branched (or 

intrinsic) programming. The linear method gradually gives 

the student information so that he is almost certain to 

answer correctly. 

A linear program is demonstrated in Example I. The 

responses to the frames in Example I are called constructed 

responses and typically require more steps than branching. 

Multiple choice questions are given after a block of infor

mation is presented. In the branching program, if the stu

dent responds correctly 1 he is told so and is advanced to the 

next frame. If an alternate choice is made, he is given an 

explanation as to why he is wrong and directed back to the 

frame containing the correct response. In Example II the 

same information is given as in Example I, except that it is 

presented in the branching style. 

EXAMPLE I 

The following presentation is part of a programmed 

10Ibid. 
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introduction to instruction for the operation and 
maintenance of Navy Shipboard Transmitter AN/WRT~2o 
This introduction demonstrates linear programming for 
instruction on transmitter frequency range o 'rhe trainee 
'li~ri tes hi 5 answers in the column at right o Th,e answer 
is checked by advancing a frame {w·hich covers traineev:s 
answer with transparent mask)o 

FRAME 1 Radio tran:smi tting Set; AN/WRT~.2 ·nrovides compl ate 
coverage over the 2 to 30 megac·ycle tmr) radioc·.f:requenc:y 
range. Thirty m~~ means 30 m:i.l1 ion al ternation:s bet'!lv·een 
posi ti·ve and n.egati ve ·electric current or voltage per 
second. Write the carrier frequency range in megacycle~ 
in the space at the right:- ---- to ___ o 

FRAME 2 Frequenc:y sta.b.il1. ty :is a.crd eved by choo.si ng the 
carrier frequency ·within the 2 to JO megacycle radio·" 
frequency range in 1 kilocycle (kcJ steps (30 mega cycles 
30 000 kilocycles). There are .30 ~000 ndr1us 2000 or 
28000 of these 1 k:c: step.s in the whole WRT-~2 fr'f3qUf;ney 
range of 2 to )0 me. How maay l kc ctep:s are th·ere 
between 2 me and 15 me? 
How many between 15 me: and 30 .m 1 

EXAMPLE !I 

rr:crao-.-
1 :5 ~000 11 

This instruction covers the material in Example 1
9 but uses branches programming. 

FRAME 1 Radio transmitting set AN/WRT ... z provides complete 
coverage over .. the 2 to 30 megacycle {me) rad.io.-fre9u!ncy 
range in 1 k~locycle (kc) steps. [2 megacycles = ~000 
kilocycles) There are 30 000 - 2000 or 26,000 of these 
1 kc steps in the whole WRT-2 frequency range of 2 to 30 
me, Remember that 30 me means 30 million alternations 
between pos:i ti ve and negative el ectrJ c current or voltt:tge 
per second. The radiated carrier frequency may be select
ed at l kc :interv·al s by the opeJ"ator anywhere in the 
range of 2 to·JO me~ regardless of the kind of emission 
{CW~ AMphone, etcolo 
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Now push the button corresponding to the answer which 

you think is correct. The Highest r-f carrier frequency 
of the AN/WRT-2 transmitter is: ·· 

2000 KC 
28,000 KC 

30 KC 

PUSH BUTTON 
A 
B 
c 

FRAME 2 (BUTTON A) Your answer: 2000 kc 
You are forgetting the difference between kilocycles 

(kc) and megacycles {me). One me is the same frequency 
as 1000 kc. So 2000 kc is the same as 2 me, which is 
the lowest r-f carrier frequency of the AN/WRT-2 trans
mitter. Now go back to the first frame and choose the 
right answer. 

FRAME 3 (BUTTON B) Your answer: 2000 kc 
You evidently confused the highest carrier frequency 

with the difference between highest and lowest carrier 
frequencies. Since 

30 megacycles 30,000 KC 
2 megacycles 2 1 000 KC 

(Subtract) 28,000 KC 
is the difference between these frequency limits, not 
the higher limit. Now return to the first frame and 
choose the right answer. 

FRAME 4 (BUTTON C) Your answer: 30 me. 
You are correct. The transmitter frequency range is 

2 to 30 me. ~o th~ highest carrier frequency in this 
range is 30 mc.l2 

Another form of the branching style of programming is 

the "scrambled" book. A "scrambled" book first presents 

information, usually less than a page in l~ngth. The stu

dent then selects multiple choice answers to indicate his 

understanding. The response he makes directs him to the 

next page in the program he is to read. He will be corrected 

if his answer is wrong, or he will be directed to new infor

mation if he responded correctly. The pages in the "scrambled" 

• 12Ibid., p. 42 • 
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book are numbered consecutively, but the content is scrambled 

to prevent anticipating the page with the correct answer. 13 

Books versus machines. When programming was new~ most 

of the material was developed for the teaching machine. 

Although there are more programmed texts today than machines, 

there are groups who favor either one or the other in the 

belief that theirs is better. One disadvantage of the 

machine is the cost. The fact that the machine is more 

complicated and is harder to develop and produce, increases 

the cost considerably over the programmed text. 

The programmed text has its own merits. Less space 

is taken on the student's desk, and for homework the machine 

proves to be awkward to carry. \ . 

' 
Unlike the textbook, however, a machine can be used 

many times with only minor wear. The initial cost of the 

book may be small, but repeated use might make the machine 

less costly in the long run. 14 

The built-in grading device in most machines is an 

advantage. The machine keeps a record of the student's 

right or wrong answers and this information is available to 

the teacher when the progress of the student is checked. 

Cheat-proof machines foil students that occasionally take 

13
David Cram, Explaining Teaching Machines and Program

~ing (San Francisco: Feerson Publishers, 1961), p.-r7 
14nr. Benjamin Fine, Teachin~ Machines (New York: 

Sterling Publishing Co., 1962), p. 2. 
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shortcuts by peeking ahead. Although cheating on programmed 

texts is a disadvantage, the student realizes that his grade 

is not determined by the text~ but by tests or quizzes and 

this seems to discourage cheating. Even though the texts 

lack the manipulative excitement and strangeness of machines, 

they are much more numerous. Neither seems to be fundamen-

tally superior to the other. 

Student's reaction. Dr. Benjamin Fine, through exten-

sive interviews and conversations with students, reached the 

following conclusions about programmed instruction: 

1. Most students prefer teaching machines to the 
methods of the conventional classroom. 

2. They would rather have both the machine and the 
human teacher than either one alone. 

3. They feel that a human teacher is especially 
important in discussion subjects such as social 
studies, philosophy, creative writing, and his
tory-- in brief, the non-tool subjects. 

4. They think the teaching machine needs to be im
proved so that it can allow for review. In order 
to get a firm grasp on a subject, they want at 
times to be able to go over material they have 
already studied. 

5. Students respond enthusiastically to immediate 
reinforcement. 

6. They believe the step-by-step framing technique 
helps them learn better. 

7. They like the principle of errorless learning. 

8. They like being able to study at their own pace 
and accept this opportunity as a challenge rather 
than as a shield for laziness. 

9. They believe programmed learning is especially 
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suited to the bright student and the student who 
is below ~verage. 

10. In all their comments about the machine's patience., 
its adjustment to individual differences, its t~ch
nique of small steps and rewards, the students made 
a very definite response in favor of the new learn
ing psychology and against th~ 5adverse psychology 
of the traditional classroom. 

How do teachers react. The first question that should 

be discussed as to the teacher's reaction is "Can teaching 

machines replace teachers?" There is more to education than 

teaching facts. (which is what the machine does well) and 

that is relating ideas through a personality with such depth 

that they are remembered for life. This is what a good 

teacher can do and it cannot be put into a machine. Educa

tion is simply learning by example and students can know and 

respect a teacher» but not a machine. 

"So far I 9 m very happy with programmed instruction," 
said Glenn Spieg, an algebra teacher at South Side High 
School in Rockville Center, New York. "Students don't 
get bored when they go at a speed that is natural for 
them. If I 9m out for a day or if they're home sick, we 
don't have to make up for lost time. They can go right 
ahead at their own pace. I have 28 pupils and could 
easily handle many more.nl6 

The general consensus of the teacher~ that have had a 

chance to learn about programmed instruction directly is that 

it will free them for more creative teaching, and they will 

be able to concentrate on the task of becoming master 

teachers. 

l5~.' p. 101. 16Ibid., pp. 103-105. 
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What~ teaching machines teach. Some authorities 

such as Dr. Sullivan and Dr. B. F. Skihner say that anything 

that can be verbalized may be taught using the teaching 

machine. However, there are those (Dean Keppel) who say that 

subjects that require interpretation and insight cannot be 

taught by a machine. The greatest value of the teaching 

machines seems to be indicated in those fields that are based 

upon measurements, rules, or natural laws. Machines can 

teach facts, but they have not been able to develop student 

ideas. Dr. Skinner has developed a program to help a student 

to memorize a long poem, but as yet he has not been able to 

teach him to appreciate good poetry. It could be conceivable 

that the teaching machine be integrated into a subject to 

teach the simpler ideas and basic facts, such as dates, 

events, and rules. The human teacher could then relate the 

facts to the meanings. 

One area of programming that has shown great promise 

is that of teaching reading skills. Classes of students 

being taught reading by a human teacher all at the same rate 

of speed bore the faster students and leave behind the 

slower ones. The machines teach the students to recognize 

letters as visual patterns. Phonographic attachments coupled 

with the machines quickly teach them to associate sounds with 

patterns. It is the opinion of many educators who have used 

~chines tpat the required time is cut in half as compared to 

teaching by human teachers. 



Machine teaching of languages has introduced a 

completely new method 'of teaching foreign languages. The 

teaching machine, in conjunction with the tape recorder, 

visual aids, and the television screen~ has made language 

laboratories commonplace in schools and college. 17 
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Most natural sciences can be programmed. The ease by 

which programs may be revised or added to allows teachers of 

the sciences to keep up with the rapid advances. 

Teaching machines and industry. The demand for 

teaching machines in industry is growing rapidly. Since 

manufacturers spend about $100 million a year to train 

'employees, they are interested in methods that will teach 

their employees better and in less time. Industry has found 

that many basic skills such as tool manipulation, shop 

mathematics, radio code instruction, blue print reading, 

electronics, shorthand, and typing can be programmed. Some 

of the large companies that have or are planning to introduce 

teaching machines into their training programs are: Bell 

Telephone, Eastman Kodak, and Westinghouse. A superintendent 

of a service shop employed at the General Precision Company 

at Little Falls, New Jersey, said: 

The machine taught me a lot of things I didn~t know 
and it brought back information I had forgotten long 

17 Ibid., pp. 119-123. 
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ago, too. My work began t.o.m1 ~ke much more sense after a 
course in electronics .. 

Are administrators accepting machines? Many admini

strators that have had personal contact with the teaching 

machine have indicated that they were pleased with the 

results. They have not~ however, made immediate efforts to 

supply all their students with programs. It was the opinion 

of Dr. Fine that programming must first pass experimental 

testing before it can be used in public instruction exten

sively. However, Dr. Fine predicts that: 

The great majority of school ·systems in America wi11
19 introduce teaching machines within the next five years. 

A BACKGROUND OF AUTOMATED INSTRUCTIONAL DEVICES 

The teaching machine, to the layman
1 

is the magic 

lattern to education. The confusion resulting from the lack 

of reliable information is that just about any contraption 

that communicates with people is being labeled "teaching 

machine." Tape recorders, slide and movie projectors, and 

even language records are being confused with teaching 

machines. 

"Canned" instruction is often mistaken for programmed 

learning. Movies or slides of instruction recorded and play

ed back at individual stations is not programmed instruction. 

18Ibid., pp. 130-134. 
19~., pp. 139-141. 



Conventional "canned" instruction does, at times, 

increase productivity·-- but a student does not have to 

understand in order to proceed, and he is not tested and 

reinforc~d at each step. 

24 

Projected devices are used in programmed learning 

courses and are some of the most complex and most productive 

equipment of this type. 

There are over 40 different printed-media machines, 

ranging from simple masking devices to miniature voting 

machines. However, it is important to remember that the 

machine itself does not teach. Its only purpose is to pre

sent the teaching media. 20 

The writer held the opinion that to understand more 

fully this type of instruction, a brief history Of the 

simpler teaching devices would be helpful. 

How did the numerous kinds of teaching machines begin? 

They do have a history. As early as 1866 the basic idea of 

a teaching machine was known and discussed. The reason that 

the teaching machine did not make its appearance then was 

that educators lacked the scientific knowledge of the learn

ing process. Fifty years ago--1912--Edward L. Thorndike~ a 

famous psychologist, put forth a theory for programmed 

learning devices, in his book, "Education." 

20 
Harold L. Moon, Programmed Instruction and Teaching 

Machines (New York: McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1902T, p. J. 
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A human being should not be wasted in doing what 
forty sheets of pa~er or two phonographs can do . . . 
If, by a miracle of mechanical ingenuity, a book could 
be so arranged that only to him who had done what was 
directed on page one would page two become visible, and 
so on, much that now requires personal instruction could 
be managed by print. . . The improvement of printed 
directions, statements of facts, exercise books and the 
like is as important as the improvement of the powers of 
teachers themselves to diagnose the condition of pupils 
and to guide their activities by personal means ... 
Just because personal teaching is precious and can do 
what books and apparatus cannot, it should be saved for 
its peculiar work. The best teacher uses books and 
appliances ~swell as his own insight, sympathy and 
magnetism. 2 

One of the earliest devices that approaches the 

modern concept of the "teaching machine'' is that of S. L. 

Pressey (1924). Originally, it was designed as an automatic 

testing machine, but it became apparent that it had possibil

ities in teaching. This particular device contained a series 

of questions with multiple choice answers. If the right key 

were pressed corresponding to the correct answer selection, 

then the next question would be advanced. If, however, the 

wrong key were pressed the question remained the same. 

Pressey designed and built his machine according to 

certain knowledge about the learning process. He wrote: 

. . . the "law of recency" operates to establish the 
correct answer in the mind of the learner, since always 
the last answer chosen is the right answer. The correct 
response must almost inevitably be the most frequent, 
since the correct response is the only response by which 
the learner can go on to the next question, and since 
whenever a wrong response is made, it must be compensated 

2~dward L. Thorndike, Education (New York: Macmillan 
Book Company, 1912), p. 97. 
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for by a further correct reaction. The "law of exercise" 
is thus automatically made to function to establish the 
right response. Since the learner can progress only by 
making the right reaction~ he is penalized every time he. 
makes a wrong answer by being required to answer the 
question one more time, and he is rewarded for two con
secutive right responses by the elimination of that 
question, the "law of effect" is constantly operating to 
further the learning. Finally, certain fundamental 
requirements of efficiency in learning are met. The 
learner is instantly informed as to the correctness of 
each response he makes (does not have to wait until his 
paper is corrected by the teacher). His progress is 
made evident to him by the progressive elimination of 
items. And -- most important of all -- there is that 
individual and exact adjustment to difficulty mentioned 
at the beginning of the paper 9 by which wasteful over
learning is avoided and ~ach item returned to until the 
learner has mastered it. 2 

In similar devices designed by Pressey, the more com-

plex ones were replaced· by simplified punchboards. In the 

punchboard device the student punched his pencil through the 

answer corresponding to the correct answer. If the student 

was right, the pencil point would perforate the answer sheet 

through a pre-punched answer sheet. If the student was 

unable to punch through the answer sheet, it indicated an 

incorrect answer and an alternate answer was selected. 

Unfortunately, Pressey was too far ahead of his con

temporaries and in 1932 he abandoned his efforts to interest 

American educators in the teaching machine. With dis

appointment Pressey wrote: 

With a little money and engineering resources, a great 
deal could easily be done. ~he writer has found from 

22 
S. L. Pressey, "A Machine for Automatic Teaching of 

Drill Material," School and Societv, 25:549-52, May, 1926. 
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bitter experience that one person alone can accomplish 
relatively little and he is regretfully dropping further 
work on these prob'1ems. But he hopes that enough may 
have been done to stimulate other w~rkers, that this 
fascinating field may be developed. j 

It is evident today that many others were spurred by 

Pressey's efforts. Many psychologist concentrated their 

efforts on mechanical teaching aids during the next thirty 

years. But film slides, motion pictures, recording tapes, 

and television, though useful, did not have the impetus that 

is now making the teaching machine such a powerful tool for 

education. 

It wasn't until the 1950's that the teaching machine 

became the object of scientific study. B. F. Skinne·r's work 

with pigeons taught the psychologist about people. 24 Skinner 

constructed a machine that allowed the student to judge and 

correct his own answer. This machine, developed in 1958, 

used questions that were mounted on a disk that rotated as 

the machine was advanced. It allowed only one question at a 

time to be viewed through a window. The corresponding correct 

answer could be viewed through a window to the right of the 
. . 

first one only after the student had written his answer on a 

tape below the answer window. After he wrote an answer he 

pulled the lever at the front left of the machine, which 

simultaneously exposed the correct answer to the question 

23
Ibid. 

24Fine, QQ· cit., pp. 38-39. 
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and advanced the next question in the question window. The 

student compared his ~nswer with the correct one shown in the 

window and decided himself whether his answer was correct or 

not. If he decided he was correct, he moved a lever that 

tallied his answer and automatically reduced the number of 

times that that question would appear again. 

A special non-conventional form of "programmed" 

question-and-answer book in which the answer to each question 

is always given on the following page, was used by Glaser? 

Homme, and Evans in 1959. This particular type of "machine" 

is very inexpensivej but it seems to lack the stimulus or 

motivation that the more complex teaching machines possess. 

One other undesirable feature is that these books are not 

cheat-proof in that the answer may be obtained easily by 
25 flipping to the next page. 

By the beginning of 1962 there were 83 different types 

of teaching machines already on the market. By late 1962 the 

U.S. Department of Health~ Education and Welfare released a 

publication entitled~ "Teaching Machines and Programmed 

Learning: A Survey of the Industry," which listed one hun

dred thirty-four companies that were producing or were in 

26 the last stages of producing programs and machines. 

There are many machines that are being developed that 

25Ibid., p. 39. 
26!lli. ' p 0 41 0 
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use keyboards, such as those found on typewriters. These 

are designed to teach ~sychomotor skills 9 such as typing and 

key~punch operation. 27 

Some schools have installed communication systems that 

use mass presentation with individual response. Keys built 

into the master system are pressed by the students and immedi

ately the teacher knows the percentile score of the student, 

he knows how effectively the subject has been taught, and 

through this immediate knowledge of student response~ re-
28 search and development is helped. 

One machinej developed by Grolier TMI Min-Max I, uses 

a program sheet that the student advances by sliding the 

paper program up with the eraser end of his pencil. Many who 

used the Min-Max I complained that the paper jammed, but 

this problem has been corrected with the Min-Max II which 

advances the paper program with a knob and a roller. 

The Atronic Tutor provides its own texts. The right 

'answer is advanced only when the correct key is punched. 

Professor Harlan L. Lane, a University of Michigan 

psychologist, has designed a machine that asks a student a 

question, records his answer, checks it, grades it, and 

chooses an appropriate next question. This device, which is 

called the Speech Auto-Instructional Device, is designed, 

27Ibid., p. 42. 
28

Ibid., p. 43. 
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primarily to teach certain features of speech. 

An electronic teacher~ called the P.L.A.T.O., at the 

University of Illinois~ can teach any subject from algebra 

to zoology. The abbreviation P.L.A.T.O. actually stands for 

Programmed Logic for Automatic Teaching Operations. The 

basic part of the machine is an electronic computer. Theo

retically~ the size and speed of its memory determines the 

number of students that the machine can handle. A larger 

machine might handle up to as many as five hundred students 

at once, each working at his own speed. 

Another device developed at the University of Illinois 

is used in teaching sight vocabulary to mentally-retarded 

children. This machine holds five programmed cards on each 

of two parallel drums--a cue drum and a response-term drum. 

The teacher provides the programmed sequence by rotating 

circuit control discs. The student or learner makes his 

response by pushing one of two switches next to the frame 

window. 29 

THE LEARNING PROCESS AND PROGRAMMED INSTRUCTION 

Programmed instruction is the practical application 

of laboratory techniques to the study of learning. Up until 

the recent use of programmed instruction, the educator has 

felt that the laboratory experiments with rats and pigeons 

29 Ibid . , p . 44 . 
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and their relation to the learning process have littl~~rela

tion to the task facirrg him in the classroom. The reason 

for this separation of theory and application is due to the 

experimententer 9 s vocabulary~ though meaningful in the labor

atory, seemed abstract to the educator. In order to more 

fully understand the basic processes underlying the concept 

of programmed instruction the writer has included this sec~ 

tion on the learning process and its application to program-

med instruction 

Basic conditioning. Before any individual may start 

to learn, his behavior must be changed. It makes no differ-

ence whether the change is in respect to new response modes 

or in pre-existing behaviors, some behavior must be strength

ened. The process of strengthening is that of conditioning 

and the means of accomplishment is reinforcement,3° 

A distinction should be made between two general types 

of behavior, respondent and operant. These two classes 

differ in the arrangement used to control them. Reinforcement 

of respondent behavior occurs when two stimuli are presented 

in close succession of time. 

The procedures are different in operant conditioning. 

When, through observation, an organism approaches the desired 

3°B. F. Skinner, "The Science of Learning and the Art 
of Teaching~" Harvard Educational Review, 24:104-105, Febru
ary, 1954 . . , 
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response, the reinforcing operation is performed immediately, 

thus strengthening th~ path to the planned response. For 

example: 

As a rat moves about a cage and presses a lever 1 a 
food pellet drops into the magazine beneath the lever. 
The rat eats the food pellet, and the observed effect 
is an increased frequency of pressing the lever. As 
in respondent behavior~ should one allow the organism 
to continue making the response and not reinforce

3
fhe 

response, the strength of the response decreases. 

The distinction between operant and respondent behav

ior is always operational. The controlling procedures and 

not other criteria, make the difference between operant and 

respondent behavior.32 

"Emotion" plays a large role in respondent behavior. 

Operant behavior, however, is associated with the following: 

problem solving, motor learning, verbal conditioning, trial 

and error learning and instrumental conditioning.33 

Negative and positive reinforcers. There are distinc

tions that should be pointed out in relation to reinforcers 

of operant behavior. An example is presenting food to a rat 

for pressing a lever. Presentation of a stimulus could be 

considered a positive stimulus. The effect is to increase 

the strength of the lever-pressing response. The reverse is 

true also; the removal of a stimulus can increase behavior. 

To illustrate, a rat standing on an electrified mat termin

ates an electric shock by pushing a lever. This then, is an 

3libid. 32Ibid. 33Ibid. 
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example of a negative reinforcer. 34 

Forgetting. All too frequently~ forgetting is a 

behavior of students. At least two and perhaps three factors 

may be involved in forgetting" The first of these may be 

extinction. A behavior may be conditioned to a certain 

group of stimuli, but the conditioning is distracted by later 

conditioning of other behaviors that compete with the origin-

al conditioning. At times~ conditioning of behavior is 

carried to a high degree~ but when the necessary behavior is 

desired, the stimulus to support it is lacking. A student 

may have this experience when he prepares for a test in his 

room or at home and finds that at the time of the examination 

he is unable to remember some information. Then, when he 

returns to his room or home he remembers the forgotten 

material. Motivated forgetting is a third variable that 

contributes to forgetting. If a situation exists in which a 

behavior has aversive properties thus causing the respondent 

to become the dominate property, then the desired terminal 

behavior may be suppressed.35 

What reinforcements are used in education? Fifty 

years ago this question could be easily answered. The nega~ 

tive reinforcement of the "birch rod" sufficed in teaching 
• 

our grandparents. Some positive reinforcements were perhaps 

35Ibid. 



eventually used and possibly some automatic reinforcement 

may have resulted from· the solution of problems or new 

34 

understanding by the student. But~ for the most part
1 

the 

child acted to avoid or escape punishment. The purpose of 

the movement of progressive education was that of changing 

more quickly from aversive to positive control. However~ if 

one were to observe the lower grades of an average school, 

he would find that the change has been from one form of 

aversive control to that of another. The student in the 

classroom is acting primarily to escape the teacher's dis-

pleasure, the ridicule of his classmates, or low marks. 

Getting the right answer to the questions is obscured by 

this welter of aversive consequences.3 6 

It is important 1 in order for the student to achieve 

some sort of pleasurable learning 1 that automatic reinforce-

ment of his response be made. The problem that a teacher 

has in achieving automatic reinforcement is due to the large 

number of students he or she must motivate simultaneously. 

Many seconds or minutes intervene between the child's 

response and the teacher's reinforcement. Too often; when 

papers are taken home to be corrected as much as 24 hours 

may intervene.37 

The use of a program in a teaching machine could be 

the answer to this problem. Reinforcement for the right 

36Ibid. 37Ibid. 
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answer is 'immediate. The simple manipulation of the machine 

is probably reinforcing enough to keep·· the average pupil 

interested for a period each day. The device presents 

material designed carefully in which the next problem depends 

upon the preceding answer. It is possible~ therefore~ to 

progress step by step to an easy mastery of a complex under

standing. 

Techniques of programming. What must be the first 

steps in programming a course? Whether it be done as a 

linear or branching program, the first task is to determine 

the objectives of the course. The programmer must next 

determine the level at which the program will be used. The 

next question that must be answered by the programmer is--· 

what should the student be able to do upon the completion of 

the program? After makin~ a list of the course objectives, 

the programmer attempts to find if the material to be taught 

has any logical sequence that offers itself to easy organiza~ 
. 38 t1on. 

Specify~ next, acceptable performance by stating how 

well the learner must perform to be considered acceptable. 

Below is a list of the steps taken to define objec

tives for writing successful programs: 

38 
Edward J. Green. The Learning Process and Programmed 

Instruction (New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, Inc., 1962), 
pp. 148-150. 
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l. An instructional objective describes an intended 
outcome rather than a description or summary of 
content. 

2. One characteristic of a usefully stated objective 
is that it is stated in behavioral~ or performance

9 

terms that describe what the learner will be doing 
when demonstrating his achievement of the objec~ 
tive. 

3. The statement of objectives for an entire program 
of instruction will consist of several specific 
statements. 

4. The objective which is most usefully stated is one 
which best communicates the instructional intent 
of the person selecting the objective. 

5. An objective is meaningful to the extent that it 
communicates an instructional intent to its 
reader~ and does so to the degree that it des
cribes or defin~~ the terminal behavior expected 
of the learner.J 

Promoting and cuiQg. How does a skilled teacher or 

an automated program help the student come up with the right 

responses? A teacher uses both direct prompts and indirect 

prompts to supply a student with the correct responses when 

he hesitates. So 1 if the teacher saysj "Billy~ what is four 

plus four?", and he hesitates~ the teacher will say eight. 

This is a direct prompt. On the other hand if the teacher 

would say, when Billy hesitates, "Remember
1 

adding is just 

like counting. Can you take four erasers and add four more 

erasers by counting?" This then would be an example of an 

39 
Robert F. Mager, Pre2aring Objectives for Programmed 

Instruction (San Francisco~ Fearson Publishers, Inc.~ 1961), 
p. 12. 
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indirect cue or prompt. Tne experienced teacher would 

verify that this is the method that he used successfully to 

get the correct response from his students. 

Teacher 9 s techniques of' .£~. Teachers u.se varied 

techniques of cuing in teaching, some of which are used in 

the teaching machine program. It is true that some pro

grams lack the richness, versatility and interest that a 

skilled teacher may supply in his teaching. This lack of 

richness could be explained due to the limited range of 

cuing techniques of different programmers. One technique 

teachers occ~sionally employ that is seldom used in a teach

ing machine is that of moment-to-moment change based on the 

progress of the child, He finds it unnecessary to supply 

extensive cuing at first 1 but rather, as the student proceeds 

he supplies cues or back-tracks at will, changing to meet 

the situation. Some feel that this method is an economy of 

time and that the programmed method of step-by-step building 

takes away some of the challenge of learning. 

Types of~· Each frame must be written in such a 

way that it will induce the student to make the correct 

response. The purpose of a well-written cue is to insure 

that the student will answer correctly about 95 per cent of 

time with a linear program. According to Skinner, as was 

pointed out earlier, learning takes place most effectively 

when the proper response is made by the student and then 
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in his ability ~o writs good c~es in a ~ariety of ways. 

response" 

wol"ked through 

response" 
·' '1 -'..g·l,. 

Only after carefully readi 

preceding frames may a s~udent a~sw~r c0rreotly frames in 

which the cues have been fad0a. In addition to direct 

cuing by eopyJ.ng intcr·m;c, ~:.:i_c,n r:,; i~e a'.;;.ght, there are other 

types o+· cuing .. ;:; .1:e r:.f :-.JHo;,,(~] mecUlf:' are nnderlining the 

term to be lear(tl~cl. :\.,:J.:::.tzing 'c.tw term, using quotation 

marks. or using d f ra~t co:ors cf type. ALother such 

ply tne first few letters ~o the response--

for example: This type of cue should 

be used sparingly and on:y a~ the first of a program sequence. 

Sometjmes simile ~on be used with parallel structure 

to supply a good clue. 

Edu
of-
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Example 

Just as different combinations of letters produce 
words cf different meanings, different combinations 
of t'i11Fll'Y numbers produce computer -----·-·-- of differ
ent mF~FJning::J to t.t1e SAGE Computer, 

( All'c;we . .r ~ WORDS) 

corre~r response. 

The use of opposites is also eff8ctive. 

Example 

The higher the probabili ) Lne more likely an event 
is to happen. 
ri'he lower the probability 9 the1 ... ··~---"-likely an event 
is to happen, 

(Answer: LESS) 

More subtle linguistic cues are more stimulating to the stu

dentj :for they call fo1~ a IJJIJJ'e. a•;tive kind of response. 41 

better opportunitites for closer monitoring of students~ 

behavior than any other method. The reaction of the student 

to the progc-am determines the training of the programmer. 

Evaluation is the key to the successful program. How is 

evaluation af a program accomplished? There are two ways by 

which a program is evaluated. In the first method the 

programmer adjusts or inserts new frames in response to a 
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student 1 s errors. This method is usually done with a single 

student. The second orie is classroom testing of the program. 

In classroom testing of a program 1 the programmer has the 

feedback of particular items missed by a larger group. 

These are subjected to analysis and appropriate improvements 

may be added to the program. 

Failure of a student to answer correctly a series of 

frames may be caused by one or two reasons. The programmer 

may assume steps which are too large or he may assume pre

vious knowledge of a segment of the subject. Introduction 

of a new concept increases the possibility of error at that 

particular frame. Often a simple one or two-word change may 

clear the meaning of the frame. There is one school of 

thought that maintains that the frame should contain only the 

information pertinent to answering that frame. Another high 

error-rate may be caused by demanding too much in response. 

Too many blanks in a frame tend only to confuse a student in 

his answer. 

Programming techniques are developing rapidly. Ex

ploration of the possibilities in programming is in its 

infancy. If the programmer is sensitive to the needs of the 

educator and understands the student~ he cannot help but 

construct effective programs.42 
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PROGRAMMED INSTRUCTION AND ITS USE IN EDUCATION 

The application of the program is the ultimate purpose 

t ·,f the educator. This section will discuss a review of sev~ 

teral studies showing the results of programmed instruction 

'lnd comparison w'i th traditional methods of teaching. In= 

~luded is some information on the subject-matter areas in 

l'lhich programmed instruction has been most effective. 

There are two main classifications of studies in re-

·gard to programmed instruction. These two are theoretical 

:md applied. The first is concerned with enlarging our 

·mderstanding of basic learning., The second with the appli

cation of learning to education. These show more dramati-

·• ::ally the impact with which this new teaching media is 

1:::redited and for this reason are included in this paper. 

Applications in, ~uca.tiQ.Q.• The increase of enroll

~~nent, the shortage of teachers~ the increased complex of 

l~tnowledge, and competition with Russian technological devel

'l'::;lpment, has placed tremendous pressures on our American 
I 

~educational system, and have caused us to reexamine our ,. 

t-~oals and achievements in our schools and colleges. Pro

ed instruction has shown that it is effective; and in 

of this, it would be logical to consider it as a means 

solving these problems. 
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What then can it offer the educator? Successful use 

t1aa been shown of programmed instruction at all academic 

levels. One of the earliest examples of a study was con-

Jucted by Jq K. Little in which instruction in educational 

psychology was given to two groups of college students. One 

group used a teaching machine of the Pressey type 9 and the 

Jther was taught in the conventional manner. Each group had 

been matched in respect to intelligence and previous know~ 

ledge of the subject. Results showed on the final exam

Ination that the group using the machine had an average 

grade of seventeen points higher than that of the convention= 

ally taught group.43 

A more recent study of the effectiveness of programmed 

.instruction would be ·that conducted at Roanoke" Virginia.. 

Thirty-four eighth grade students completed an entire year 

of algebra in a single termo Each pupil worked fifty ndnutes 

a day on programmed texts wi·thout help f'rom the teacher. No 

extra homework was assigned ·to any of the students. When the 

group took the fi.nal examination, 1 t was found that 41 per 

eent had done better than the average ninth grader who had 

completed a two-semester courseo44 

l.3 _ J. I. Littlel "Results of Use of Machines for Test-
ing and tor D~ill up~n Learning in Educational Psychology,w 
Journal ~!:Experimental Education, 3:45~49~ September, 1934. 

. . .. ' 

44"First Reports on Roanoke Math Materials," !B.di.Q.= 
visual !nstruct1o!l9 6:150-151, April, 1961. 
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Since that time, a majority of two thousand junior 

t; high school and senior high school students tak:lng at 1 east 

). one classv in either mathematics or languages that was con= 

ducted under the new teaching method 9 have consistently out= 

performed their conventionally taught class=mateso 

Teachers and students accept programmed instruction 

as a technique to help them teach and learn more efficientlyo 

The typical program-taught class is silent, with each student 

, working on his program ind:i.vidua.llyo Occasionally the teach

' er gives a student sGme help when he asks for ito "More than 

90 per cent of my time is now spent in individual teaching~• 

says math teacher Major Wellso45 

Mrs. Loetta Horton, Roanoke math coordinator~ taught 

a programmed class of' 21 seniors with good math a.bilityo 

"tluri.ng the year all of them finished axiomati.e algebra and 

solid geometry," she reportedo All of them had had some 

calculus, and five finished a course :in calculus, Mrs. 

Horton reported. that she had gi ve·n o:ne boy the solid geometry 

course on a Friday afternoon. The following Friday she told 

him, 99'It ~ s about time r quizzed you on the firs·t section of 

the course." He said, "Oh 0 I forgot to tell youo I finished 

it on Tuesdayo~· He had done a semestervs work in four dayso 

When he was tested over the entire course, he made a score 

of 100 per eent.46 · 

45Ibid. ·-
A.-6aeorge B. Leonard, "Revolution in Education 9 'If kQ.o~., 

26:58-76, June, 1962o 
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At an elementary school level study, E. R. Keislar 

used a programmed film strip to teach some basic principles 

of elementary arithmetic to fourth and fifth graders. In 

this study two matched groups were used; the first was 

taught with the film strip program in the form of multiple 

choice frames. The second group was taught with conventional 

methods. On the final exam the program-taught group scored 

significantly higher than the conventionally instructed 

group.47 

In a twenty-two week spelling course taught by D. 

Porter to second and sixth graders, the group taught by 

teaching machines scored much higher than the control group 

taught by conventional methods. In addition, the control 

group spent four times as much time studying as the experi

mental group. 48 

In another study, conducted by Susan R. Meyer, it was 

found that eighth graders showed high gains in test scores 

when they were taught work prefixes by programmed texts. 49 

47Arthur H. Lumsdaine, and Robert Glaser, (eds.), 
Teaching Machines and Programmed Learning: A Source Book. 
(Washington D.c;~ Department of Audio-Visual Instruction, 
National Education Association, 1960), pp. 425-36. 

48 E. Galanter, (ed.), Automatic Teaching: The State 
of the Art (New York: John Wiley & Sons, 1959)~ pp:-85-90. 

49Arthus H. Lumsdaine, and Robert Glaser, (eds.), 
Teaching Machines and Programmed Learning: A Source Book. 
(Washington D.C.: Department of Audio-Visual Instruction, 
National Education Association, 1960), pp. 229-46. 
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Several .studies have b13en tried applying programmed 

instruction with the pre-school child. W. Hively trained 

pre-school children to make visual discriminations using a 

•• ·c,dojn- 50 teachlng in!> · .. Ic ...•.. L.,t " Dr, Ben,jamJn T!'lne taught a pre-~school 

f'ivf': yec:~: ,~·1d gi ;:'1 to re1ad :• us1ng a Min .. Max teac:hing machine. 

11 Lou. JGJ:ldn d1d lE:s.x'n b.ow tc read on su.~Jh a machine)" he said 1 

51 
far ahead of most children her age." 

J. G. Holland, in another study, reported that six-

vear--olcls were taught to reason induGti •rGly by a similar 

machine, which gave a series of figures and osked the child 

to choose the next. one in the serj_es, In tbe same paper~ 

Holland reported that he used a tape recorder to teach 

children with articulation discrder0 to discriminate speech 

sounds. Several hours of trajning improved noticeably their 

pronuneiation of thes•3 

In Pittshurgh bjgh schools a physics program on optics 

was given in the fo~m of programmed texts supplementing reg-

so 
· XcT-!JJ!.> H. Lumsdai.ete 9 and Robert Glasery (eds.) 9 

+;::~~~}).:.S~.g ~~l~L~i?.J.::;.£g. {JllQ_ RI.:2~gf.§.!!~~Q. L~p-~~l1!1£: ~ §._Qur_Q~ Book 
,washington D,C"~ Department of' Audio-·Vicn:tal Instruotion 1 

National Education Association, 1960), pp. 247-56. 
r.:·, 

)J..Be.~·lj a min :nne 9 .'TEJ§..?~~il.ll~ ~~.~-ch~JlQ.§. (New York: 
Sterling PublishiLg Co., Inc., 1962}, pp. 24-25. 

5;;"New Directions in Teaehing-.Machine Research 1 " 

(Paper read at the Conference on Application of Digital 
Computers to Automated Instruction 9 Wewhington 9 D.C. , 
October, 1961). 
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ular instruction. The regular instruction included the 

Harvey White TV films, class room instruction, laboratory 

work, and textbook assignments. The learning achievement of 

more than 400 students, compared to the achievement of the 

previous years' classes, showed a significant increase.53 

A study by the Bell Telephone Laboratories revealed 

that telephone technicians who learned basic electricity 

from teaching machines or programmed books did signif'icantly 

better than a similar group which was taught the same mater

ial by conventional means. The study was set up to appraise 

the effectiveness of programmed self-instruction by telephone 

company employees, and was conducted by H. 0. Holt, Director, 

Communications Social Science Research Laboratory, and C. G. 

Valentine of the Michigan Bell Telephone Company. Two groups 

of equal I.Q,.'s, equal number of years with the company, and 

equal background in mathematics and electricity, were select

ed from sixty-four New Jersey Bell Telephone Company trainees. 

One of the groups was taught by an instructor for a total of 

forty-four hours. The other group used programmed texts or 

teaching machines and taught themselves. 54 

Immediately following the course, both groups took 

53n. J. Klaus, and A. A. Lumsdaine, Supplement for 
Interim Report: Self-J~~tructional Supplements for a Tele
vised Physics Course {Pittsburgh: American Institute for 
R~searoh, June, 1960, pp. 28-29. 

54"Laboratories Appraises Programmed Learning," Bell 
Laboratories Record, 47:177, May, 1962. 
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two examinations. One of the tests examined the trainees 9 

ability to manage electrical concepts 9 and the other dealt 

with the factual material in the course. On both examina-

tions the self-instructed group did significantly better 

than the other group. The same tests were given again six 

months later? and although they found that some basic elec-

tricity had been forgotten? the self-instructed group still 

did significantly better than the lecture group on both tests. 

In fact, the average score of the self-instructed group, 

after six months was higher than the average score. of the 

lecture group immediately after training.55 

A programmed course on the use of analogue computers 

was developed by E. I. DuPont de Nemours, Inc. (Wilmington~ 

Del.). It was set up as an experiment. One group used the 

program and another took the conventional lecture and demon

stration course. The group taking the programmed course 

finished in one day instead of the usual five, and did better 

with the computers when they got back on the job.56 

At the college level, a course in freshman logic was 

prepared by J. W. Blyth at Hamilton College. The students 

taking the course from the programmed materials were able to 

finish it in two-thirds the usual time, with much better 

55rbid. 

56Roger W. Christian, "Programmed Learning: Where It 
Works, Where It Won't, What It Costs," Factory, 29:1, March, 
1962. 



average grades.57 

In a Harvard University study conducted by Skinner 

and Holland~ teaching machines were used to present the basic 

core of a psychology course. In addition to the programmed 

material~ the students~ which were mostly sophomores~ were 

assigned outside reading and attended lectures. The students 

reported 1 at their convenience, to locations in which ten 

teaching machine booths had been set up.5 8 . 

It was found that the time taken by students to com-

plate the program varied widely. The 1740-frame_program was 

completed within seven hours and forty-two minutes for the 

fastest time, to twenty-six hours and twenty minutes for the 

slowest time. The average time was about thirteen and one-

half hours. It was reported that the students did better on 

short essay exams calling for explanations. It was also 

found that they did almost twice as well on the final examin

ation on the items covered by the program, as they did on 

the ones covered by only the lectures and the outside 

reading. 59 

A study was conducted by A. Roe at UCLA. In this 

57J. W. Blyth, "The Hamilton College Experiment in 
Programmed Learning," The Fund for the Advancement of Educa
tion of the Ford Found~tion, September, 1961. 

. 58J. G. Holland, "Teaching Psychology by a Teaching-
Machine Program 9 " Paper read at annual convention of the 
American Psychological Association, Cinci~nati, September, 
1959. 

59Ibid. 
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study-a constructed-res~onse linear program in elementary 

probability was presented to 186 freshmen engineering stu

dents. The program was presented by programmed texts 9 teach-

ing machines 9 and programmed lectures, as well as by the 

conventional lecture method. Two types of machines were 

used for the study. One was the Skinner-type machine and 

the other was the multiple choice type machine which was 

especially developed for this study. At the completion of 

the course, a twenty item test was given to measure the 

effectiveness of learning under the various conditions. 60 

The final results showed that the students learned 

equally well from any of the programmed methods whether they 

were programmed text, teaching-machine~ or programmed lee-

tures. It was also found that there was no discernable 

difference between scores of those who used the constructed 

responses and those who used the multiple choice program. 

The lest finding reported that those students using the 

programmed materials did significantly better on the final 

examination than those who were taught by the conventional 
61 

methods alone. 

In summary it is evident that the many applications 

of programmed instruction in schools and industry establish 

60A. Roe, Mildred Massey, G. Weltman, and D. Leeds, 
Automated Teaching Methods ~sing Linear Programs (Report 
No. 60-105), University of California at Los Angeles, 1961, 
pp. 49-50. 

6l!bid. 
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documentation of its effectiveness as an .. educational aid. 

In nearly all instances related~ programmed instrLlction con-

tributed to teaching either by shortening the learning time 

or increasing the learning achievement, or both. Student 

attitude. in nearly all instances~ was at a very high level. 

Any technique offering such post"3:i biJities should be considered 

carefully for further benefits to education. 

Utili.zation of programmed instruction as a teaching 

aid suggests new teacher roles. This type of instruction 

should free the teacher from the routine of class instruc-

tion~ such as lecture and drill. It is apparent that pro

grammed instruction will have a great effect on education 
62 in the United States. 

.SUMMARY 

Chapter II was a review of the literature. It con

sisted of four sections dealing with different aspects of 

programmed instruction. These sections were: (l) programmed 

instruction: an overview; (2) a background of automated in

structional devices; (3) the learning process and programmed 

instruction; ( 4) programmed instruotion and its use in edu-· 

cation. 

62J. L. Hughes~ PE_9gr~mme'! .:±-ns.truc_!;_ion for Sc~ 
an·d Industrz (Chicago~ Science Research Associates~ Ino. ~ 
19oz), PP· 55-56. 



CHAPTER III 

PRESENTATION OF THE FINDINGS 

INTRODUCTION 

Chapter III reports the findings of this study. 

Tables of statistical data are included to aid the reader 

in interpreting the findings. 

THE FINDINGS 

The statistical analysis of this study indicates 

that there was a significant difference of learning achieve

ment of the experimental group over that of the controlled 

group. 

A comparison of the distribution and the means of 

the I. Q. scores of the controled and the experimental 

group are presented in Table I. The groups were labeled 

group I and group II. A statistical calculation of the 

scores of the two groups indicated that the mean of group I 

was 101.36 and that of group II was 100.86. 

The mean scores o.f the t·wo groups, as shown by Table 

I, were very close numerically. There was no significant 

difference between the two groups. Table III, page 55 

verifies this finding at the 1% level. 

Table II is a comparison of the distribution and the 

means of the post test scores of the control and experimen-



TABLE r 

COMPARISON OF DISTRIBUTION AND MEAN OF I. Q. SCORES 
OF THE CONTROL AND EXPERIMENTAL GROUPS 

Group I 
(N=l4) 

Student 

A 
B 
c 
D 
E 
F 
G 
H 
r 
J 
K 
L 
M 
N 

Total 

Mean 

XC 
y2 

136 18496 
116 13456 
112 12544 
108 11664 
105 11025 
102 10404 
102 10404 
100 1.0000 

98 9604 
91 8281 
90 8100 
89 7921 
89 7921 
81 6561 

1419 146381 

Conventional 

re = I:r 
r.r 

Xc = lll.2. 
14 

I 0 = 101.36 

Group II 
(N=l4) x2 

Student 

A' 
B' 
C' 
D' 
E' 
F' 
G' 
HV 
I' 
Jf 
K' 
L' 
M' 
N' 

Total 

Mean 

~ 

128 16384 
115 13225 
110 12100 
107 11449 
105 11025 
102 10404 
102 10404 
101 10201 

99 9801 
92 8464 
90 8100 
90 8100 
89 7921 
82 6724 

1412 144302 

Programmed 

xP = .tx 
N 

~ = 1412 
14 

'Ip = 100.86 

52 



TABLE II 

COMPARISON OF DISTRIBUTION AND MEAN OF POST TEST 
SCORES OF THE CONTROL AND EXPERIMENTAL GROUPS 

Group I 
r x2 

Group II 
XC x2 (N=14l (N=14) 

Student c Student 

E 100 10000 fl 100 10000 
e 100 10000 IC 97 9409 
A 97 9409 N 97 9409 
G 97 9409 F 97 9409 
B 96 9216 G 97 9409 
M 88 7744 B 96 9216 
I " 88 7744 H 94 8836 
H 88 7744 E 94 8836 
N 84 7056 c 81 6561 
111 82 6724 A 78 6084 
t, 63 3969 M 70 4900 
F 49 2401 L 55 3025 
J 24 576 J 51 2601 
K:. 22 484 I 47 2209 

Total 1078 92476 Total 1154 99904 

Mean X =EX 
c Yr Mean ~=~X 

Xc = 1078 
14 

xP = ll2lt 
14 

re = 77.oo xP = 82.43 

53 
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tal groups. A calculation of the mean scores of the two 

groups indicated the average score for the control group 

was 77 while that of the experimental group was 82.43. The 

average mean score. of the experimental group was 5.43 high~ 

er than that of the control group. Statistically, there is 

a significant difference between the two groups according 

to the post test scores. Table III, page 55, irrdicates a 

statistical increase in the efficiency of learning by the 

members of qroup II over those of Q'roup I. 

Table III, page 55, is a statistical comparison of 

the means of Group T and Group II. 

The results indicate that there was no significant 

difference between the groups as revealed by the I. Q. 

scores. Significant differences between Group II and Group 

I were revealed on the post test scores as a measure of 

learning. The statistical analysis of the post test scores 

of Table III indicate the increase of learning of the ex

perimental group over the control group at the one percent 

level. 

The length of time needed by both groups to complete 

the lesson is shown in Table IV. Of course, the control 

group finished the lesson together and all required the 

same length of time. The experimental group finished the 

lesson in varing times because each worked at his own 

speed. The data in Table IV revealed considerable saving 



f(, _L _ P _llf~1i~"''f'<~~~ ":~c: __ ·.::- _ -

Group I 
x 

I. Q. Test 101.36 

__ Post Test 77.00 

TABLE IV 

STATISI'ICAL COMPARISON OF MEANS OF 
CONTROL AND EXPERIMENTAL GROUPS 

Group TI Diff SeD iff 
x 

100.85 • 51 l. 75 

82.43 5.43 6.60 

SX-:X t 

.47 1.100 

1.76 3. 081 

Level 

1% 

1% 

\.n 
\.n 



TABLE IV 

LENGTH OF TIME TO COMPLETE LESSON: 
COMPARISON OF CONTROL AND EXPERIMENTAL 

GROUPS 

GROUP Time Required to Complete Lesson 
(Minutes)' 

Conventionally Taught 40 

Programmed Text Taught Student 

A' 14' 
L' 14 
I' 19 
J' 22 
cv 22 
E' 23 
F' 25 
H' 26 
K' 28 
D' 28 
B' 28 
N' 33 
GV 34 
M' 36 

Mean time 25.5 
Median 25.0 
Mode 28.0 

56 
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cjof time for students usin~ the programmed text. The lesson 

::time required for the control group was forty minutes 
9 

while 

·the lesson time required for the experimental group varied 

from 14 minutes to 36 minutes. The average mean time of the 

group was 25 minutes. 

At the termination of the experiment 9 a questionnaire 

was distributed to those students who took the programmed 

lesson. The questionnaire was designed to determine the 

studentsv reactions to programmed instruction. When presented 

the statement'!! "This method was a good way to learn because 

I knew how I was doing all the time~ tt three-fourths of the 

students answered in the a.ffirmativeo When they w·ere asked 

if the lesson was boring~ only five percent answered "yes". 

The students felt they could learn better~ because with 

programmed instruction they didn~t get lost and left behind. 

They also felt that they were not pressed for time 

'l and that the method of checking immediately to see if they 

"v were right or wrong was a good on~'; a 

Most felt that they learned using the programmed 

· text; and more than three-fourths wished to try other sub

•1 ject~ using this method o 



CHAPTER IV 

SUMMARY 1 CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

SUMMARY 

The purpose of this study was to~ (1) develop a pro= 

grammed text to teach a unit of an industrial arts course; 

(2) investigate the effectiveness of programmed material in 

teaching selected basic fundamentals of electricity and 

·electronics to eighth-grade Industrial Arts students; (3} 

' compare the means of a controlled group and an experimental 

, group by statistical analysis to determine the efficiency 

' of programmed material o 

The importance of the study was justified by a re

- port of the Research Committee of Industrial Education at 

: the 1963 National Convention of Industrial Arts Teachers 

·:': held in Indianapolis, India.na, which stated that there were 

~ only thirteen comparative studies of programmed instruction 

~ completed in the United States and Canada at that timeo 
I 

Chapter II was a review of the literature pertinent 

ff to the problem and programmed instructiono 

The first section of Chapter II presented programmed 

instruction as an overviewo 

Section two dealt with the early development of pro

materials and presentation equipment with em-
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:: phasi s on the programmed text o 

The third section of Chapter II was an analysis of 

the learning process and programmed instructiono It ex

plained that programmed instruction is the practical appli

cation of laboratory techniques to the study of learningo 

The fourth section was devoted to programmed instruc-

tion and its use in education. A discussion of several 

studies showed the results of programmed instruction as 

compared to traditional methods of teaching. Subject-

matter areas in which programmed instruction has been most 

effective were also discussed, in relating programmed in

struction to Industrial Arts. 

Chapter III reports the findings of the study. 

Tables of statistical data were included to aid the reader 

in interpreting the findings. Statistical analysis of the 

study indicates that there was a significant difference in 

learning achievement of the experimental group over that of 

the controlled group. It was found that there was also a 

considerable savings of time by those using the programmed 

material. Student attitude toward programmed ins·truction 

was very high, with nearly all realizing a high degree of 

; potential for its use in the public schools. 
~~! 

CONCLUSIONS 

A brief review of the liter~ture has given no argu= 



·' 

'i 
~I : 
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1. ments contrary to the successful use of pr6grammed materials 

1.n the teach:ing of Industrial Arts subjectso The findings 

of the study tent to reinforce the theory that learning by 

programmed i.nstruction is effective o 

One of the most important factors in the use of pro= 

grammed materials as compared w'ith the use of conventional 

methods is the saving of timeo Findings of this and other 

studies show that even with the slower student, the savings 

of time is sufficient to warrant more extensive u.se of pro-

grammed instruction. 

Although this study supports the view that there are 

several advantages to the use of programmed instruction over 

conventional methods of presentation, these are not conclu

sive facts. Further expertmentat'lon i.s needed to fac:ili.tate 

its use as a new medium of teaching. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

Gradually, more programs ~r~ being written for the 

Industrial Arts fields. However, at this time there is a 

deficiency in good programs for this area of' tea.chingo 

Until programmers provide the materials needed, little or 

no experimenting will be accomplished. There is a definite 

need for good, qualified programmers. It is suggested that 

.. encouragement be given to those who wish to pursue this line 

of study through the issuance of more grants and fellowships. 



rnserviee t~aimin~-pro~rams should be set up in the 

~ schools to expose the school teacher to this method of in~ 

" struction and to its potential. 

61 

Programmed instruction lends itself well to techni

cal media such as electricity and electronics. Due to this 

and the fact that more commercial electricity and electronics 

programs are available than any others in the Industrial 

Arts field, 'ueh study could be initiated to varify the 
- -

worth of programmed imstruetion in the Industrial Arts areao 

The savings ,of time was one of the most outstanding 

elements indicated ,by the study. Th~s finding would seem to 

justify the introd~ction of more comprehensive program~ intQ 

the public schools. 

11th programmed instruetiom, as with any new concept, 

there will be changes. Additional research should, there

fore, be umdertaken to perfect the techniques and processes 

of this new teaching medium. 
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"APPENDIX A 

LESSON PLAN 

THE RESISTOR COLOR CODE 

Introductions, directions, preparations, etc. 

I. What is a resistor 

A. You are about to learn a simple operation teaching 
you how to read a resistor through the use of the 
resistor color code. 

B. Electronics and what part the resistor plays. 

1. This is a resistor • It is used 
in electronics cir s or oppose 
the flow of electrical current . 

For the purpose of t he experiment this is .all · ~ 
that will be necessary for you to know about a }·· 
resistor . ~ 

2. Resi stance is measured in OHMS. It is pro
nounced OM~ It is the unit of measure for 
resistance such as the foot , yard~ or the inch, 
is the unit of measure for length. 

3. When we have much resistance, we have many ohms. 
And so it is true that the larger the resistance 
the larger the number of ohms. 

What did I say the unit of measure for resist= 
ance was?:' 

IT. Resistor color bands 

A. In order to tell the amount of resistance value of 
a resistor, colored ·bands are pai nted around its 
body. 

The color code then consists of a different color 
for each number up to the number 10. 

So we could make the statement that colors represent 
numbers in the resistor color code. 
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III . The first five colqrs: Black , Browny Red ~ Orange, Yellow 

A. On the board 

Black ~ ~ 0 

Brown - = 1 

Red = - 2 

Orange ~ = 3 

Yellow ~ ~ = 4 

l . After the first half of the resistor color 
code is on the board and you heve g one through 
each color. ~ cover all but the black and ask 
someone what the color black in the color code 
represents . Do this for each succeeding color, 
then erase the values and mix up the order in 
whi ch you ask the color values . 

2. After sufficient time has been spent , g o on to , 
the next step . 

IV. Application of the color code to reading the resistor . 

A. To apply the color code just learned y you must 
first understand how to recognize and use the 
three color bands on a resistor . 

1 . The first rule that we should remember is that 
the number of ohms for a resistor is a~ways 
written with two numbers followed by a group 
of zeros . 

2 . For example ~ 2 
1 
1 

l 
3 
0 

00 2100 ohms 
0000 130000 ohms 

10 ohms 

3. Each resistor has three color bands . The color 
bands are separated in this drawing so you 
make understanding easier . 

4 . The first number is g iven by the first color 
band . 
Example : 
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5. The second _number is g iven .bY the second color 
band. 
Example: 

6. The third color band gives the number of zeros 
that follow the lst and 2nd numbers . 

B. Follow this part of the lesson with several examples 
using this idea. 

1. If the value of a resistor was 10 ohms 1 what 
must the second and third bands be if the ' 
first band were brown? 

V. Which end of the resistor to read first? 

A. One color ban~ is always very near the end of the 
resistor . Read with that end of the resisto~ on 
your left . Example : 

VI. You are now ready for the second half of the resis t or 
color code. 

A. In this part of the lesson you will learn to read 
the remaining five of the colors that indica t e 
numbers . 

l . Read them to yourself as I put them on the 
board . 

Green 

Blue 



Violet = .111111 

Gray =. 

White = C] 

2 . Repeat same procedure as you did with the 
first five colors. 
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3 " Use four more examples using the colors in this 
half of the color code. 

VII. Tolerance 

A. All resistors have different tolerance ratings. 
By the word tolerance we mean the amount that the 
value of a resistor will vary either larger or 
smaller. · 

As an illustration ~ the base of a book end 9 made of 
wood 9 should measure 15 inches. The size accepted 
by the teacher may be 14 and 15/16 inches or 15 and 
1/16 inches. The accepted tolerance of the book 
end base is plus or minus 1/16 of an inch. 

Tolerance of resistors is measured by taking a per 
cent of the value as the rate. A 100 ohm resistor 
having a tolerance of 10% would mean that it acually 
could have a value of 90 or 110 ohms . 

B. Give several examples using this idea . 

C. Give the three tolerance ratings of most resistors . 
No band 20%; Silver 10%; Gold 5% . 

D. Give several more examples using the fourth color 
bands to round out the time to 30 minutes. 
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PROGRAMMED TEACHING 

HOW TO READ THE VALUE 

OF A RESISTOR 

The following pages make up a program on the 

subject of how to read the value of a resistor. 

1 I 

A program is a new type of teaching device designed 

to accelerate learning, and improve retention. This 

booklet will be used to test the effectiveness of 

programmed material. 

Complete each of the steps in the lesson by 

yourself. You will be tested at the end of the 

lesson to find out how much you have learned. 

Read very carefully. Be sure that you have 

written an answer on the response sheet before you 

proceed to the next frame. Reread a sentence if you, 

do not understand it. 
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· HOW TO READ THE VALUE 

OF A RESISTOR 

( This is a Self-Teaching Lesson) 

You are about to learn a simple operation 

teaching you how to read a resistor through the 

use of a self-instructional teaching machine 

pro~. Some of the following frames contain 
. ...... 

informational content. Other frames build u.p your 

understanding by asking q~estions in carefully ·· 

sequenced steps. 

Mentally answer each of the questions then 

write your answer on the separate sheet pro-

vided. Then compare your answer with the correct 

answer given on the following page. As one page 

is finished go to the next. 

2 

,; 

' I 
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This is a resistor. 

It is used in electronic circuits to resist or 

oppose the flow of electrical current. 

The amount af resist~ce is g;i.ven in .Q!!:!• 

This is pronounced OM • It is the unit of 

measure for ~esistance. 

The larger the amount of resistance, the 

larger the number of ohmsr -
The smaller the resistance the smaller the 

number of • -

\ \ 
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The smaller the resistance the smaller the 

number of ohms. -

r ::· 



Th~ amount of resistance in o~s can be de

termined by the colors painted in bands around 

it's body. 

The rE!sistance in ohms can be determined from 

the ___ bands. 



,, 
' 

6 

The ~esistance in ohms can be determined from 

the 1olored bands. 

'n this system, each color represents a diff-

erent number. 
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In this system, therefore, colors represent 

---· 



In this system, therefore, colors represent 

numbers. 

In this l~sson you will learn to read only 

five colors representing values. Stuqy them 

carefully. 

Black = - = 0 

Brown = -· 1 

Red = - .. 2 

Orange "" "' 3 

j_'-' 1 I · Yellow = = 4 

8 



Black ( 111111 ) means zero, nothing, 0. 

In this code, when you see 111111 
think of 11Nothing 11 and write the 

number 
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Black 111111 means zero, nothing, 0. 

In this CQde, when you see 

think of "Nothing" and write the 111111 
number 0 

Brown ( - ) = 1. 

When you see 111111 think of t~e number 1. 

Therefore: 

Black = 111111 ~ __ .._.,P-

Brown = = 



ll 

Brown ( ) l. 
. ·- .. 

When you think ot the munber l. 
: . 

.:.•·~ 

'"·· 

Therefore: 

Black =• = 0 

Brown ::: = l 

Red ( - ) = 2. 

When you see - think of the nwnb~r 2. 

Therefores 

0 = 

l = 

2 



Red ( 111111 ) = 2. 

When you see 

Therefore: 

0 = 

1 "' 

2 = 

think of the number 2. 

12 
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EXAMINATION 

f• .• , 



.: 

EXAMINATION 
I 

oi 

2 

14 



In this half of the lesson you will learn 

only two more colors representing numbers. 

Orange 

Yellow 

= 3 

4 

15 



) = 3. Orange ( 

When you see 

number 3. 

[Ill think of the 

Therefore: 

16 



Orange ( 

'ten you 

number 3. 

Therefore: 

= 3. 

think of the 

.. 1 

.. 2 

.. 3 

17 

~· 



Yellow ( CJ ) 4. 

When you see CJ 
think of the number 4. 

Therefore: 

D= 

= 

= 

18 



Yelll>w ( D) = 4. 

W!lep you see CJ 
think of the number 4. 

19 



'I " .', 

EXAMINATION 

.. (No.) 

1 = (Wd.) 

- = ·-;(No.) 

3 = (Wd.) 

D ,.. (No.) 

'• 



EXAMINATION 

• 

1 = 

- = 

3 = 

D = 
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EXAMINATION 

0 "" (Wd.) 

= (No.) 

2 = (Wd.) 

= (No.) 

4 = (Wd.) 
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EXAMINATION 

0 = BlaR,k 

= 1 

2 = Red 

3 ' 

4 == Yellow 



To ~ply the color code just learned, you 

must first understand how to recognize and 

use the three color bands on a resistor. 

RUlE 

The number of ohms for a resistor is always 

wt1tten with two numbers followed b~.a group 

of zeros. 

Number 

1st 2nd 

2 1 

1 3 

1 0 

Zeros 

00 2100 ohms 

0000 130000 ohms 

10 ohms 

24 



Each resistor has three color bands. The 

color bands are separated here for ease of 

understanding. 

1st 2nd 3rd 

25 

. Left hand. -o () OJJ-

The first number is given by the first 

color band. 

1st 

-o (]) OIJ-
Here the first number is -----



The first number is given to the first color 

band. 

lst 

Here the first number is 1 

The second number is ~iven by the second 

color band. 

2nd 

-8) () OJ )~--
The second number is 
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The second number is given by the second 

color b~d. 

2nd 

---8) () ()} )~-
The second number is 2 

The thi~d color band means something different. 
I 

It tells ~ew many zeros follow the lst and 2nd 

numbers: 

-EJ) 0) Q) ),..-
So CJ indicates ____ zeros. 
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The third color ba~d means something different. 

It tells how many zeros follow the lst and 2nd 
" • 

\·. . numbers: 

'( 
I · ~ ; . 

--8) (]) ()) )~-

So D _ , ~dicates .-.1±._ zeros. 

REVIEW 
.i ;;.r-:· ,. ' 

oil- The 
...... 

gives lst number. lst' col~r bancl the 

oil- The 2nd colc::>r band gives the 2nd number. 
\ 

: I , 

oil- The 3rd color b~IDd gives the number of 

zeros following the lst and 2ncl numbers. 

oiHHHHHE- '.· 

lst 2nd NumlDer of 
zeros 

Tl(is number is 4, 1, and ___ zeros. 



lst 2nd Number of 
zeros 

Tfiis number is 4, 1, and - 2 zeros , or 

4100 obms . 

The 3rd color band indicates the --- of 

following the l s t and 2nd numbers. 
~--

29 



The 3rd color band inclicates the number of 

.zeros fotlowing ·the lst and 2nd numbers~ -

Apply the colors indicating numbers, that you 

have learned. 

The value of this resistor is ohms. ---



Apply the colors indicating numbers you 

have learned. 

The value of "this resistor is 23000 

Black in the sec~nd color ~and means the 

sec0nd number is ---.... 
The value of this resistor is ------- ohms. 

31 



Black in the second color band means the 

seco![ld munber is _o_. 

The value of this resist or is 400 ------- ohms. 

Black in the third color band means ----

Tne value of this resistor is ohms. ---



Black in t~e third colot band means ~ 

zeros. 

The value of this resist or is ..11._ ohms . 

- CJ)J )....,._ 
The value ef this resistor ~s 10 ohms . 

Coler ( in your mind ) t~e 2nd and 3rd 

bands. 

The second and third color bands are: 

2nd "" ---- 3rd "" __ _ 

33 



The value of this resistor is 10 ohms. 

C0lor ( in your mind ) the 2nd and 3rd 

bands. 

The second and third color bands are: 

2nd = . Black 3rd = Black 

' . . , 

The value of this resistor is 230000 ohms. 

The colors of the 1st and Jrd bands are 

and ------- -------
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The value 0f this resistor is 230000 ;oQ.ms. 
' 

The colors of the 1st ancl 3r~ bands are ~ 
\ 

and yellew. 

------t--CJ) I )~o..---
Tbe value of this resist0r is 43 ohms. The 

colors 0~ the 1st and 2nd bands are 

and ----



The value of this resistor is 43 ohms. The 

co]j<:>_rs of the 1st and 2nd bands are Yellow 

and Orange. 

----+-()) )) )~-----

The ~alue of this resistor is· 12000 ohms. 

Write down the 'colors of the three color 

bands: 

1st----
2nd __ _ 

3rd __ _ 

36 
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Tqe value of t~is resistor is 12000 ohms. 

Writ~, down the cci+ors ,of the three color bands : 

lst Brown 2nd Red _....;..;..;;..;;;__ 

Jrd Orange 
n 

··.:· 
-CJ]_.)~---.. -
One color band is alway~ very near the end 

of the· ~esistpr. 
I 

I , 

Read wi~h that end ~f the 

resistor on your ~· 

Thi'~ resistor is backwards. 

The correct{, number pf ohms is ---- ohms. 



This resist0r is backwards. 

The cG""rrect number of ohms is 400 ohms . 

END FIRST SECTION 

Youlhave just gone through a simp~e type of 

self-instru~tional pr ogram as used i n teach
\ I 

ing macpines. 

Y6u will notice that t he instructional 

program developed in small, carefully 

sequenced s teps , each item buil ding on 

what had gone before, 

38 
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This system of teaching has the following 

three main characteristics --
' 

1. It requires continuous active response 

by the student. 

2. It gives the student immediate 

knowledge of how correctly he 

performed. 

3. It permits him to proceed at(his own 

rate of learning speed when used on an 

individual basis. 



In this part of the lesson you will learn 

to read the rernining five of the colors 

indicating numbers. Study them carefully. 

Green .. ::: 5 

Blue = = 6 

Violet .. ::: 7 

Gray = :::: 8 

Wl).ite == D .. 9 

40 
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Green ( ) ~ 5. 

When you see think of the number 5. 

In this code, the number 5 represents 

----· 
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In this code, the number 5 represents Green 

Blue ( 

When you 

Therefore g 

5 = 

6 

·- 6. 

think of the number 6. 
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Blue ( ) = 6. 

When you see think of the number 6. 

Therefore: 

5 = Green 

6 == . Blue 



Violet ( 

When you 

Therefore& 

5 

6 -- ----
7 = _....._ __ 

44 

think of the number 7. 



Violet ( 

When you 

Therefore: 

5 = Green 

6 Blue 

7 "" Violet 

think of the number 7, 
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.. ~ ... 

EXAMINATION 

' 
= 

r.: 

= 
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EXAMINATION 

"' 6 

= 7 



• 
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In the rest of this program you will learn 

only two more colors indicating numbers. 

Gray = 

White = 

8 

= 9 



Gray ( 

When you 

number 8. 

Therefore: 

49 

t:l 8. 

think o.f the 



Gray ( ) 8. 

When you see 

number 8. 

Therefore: 

= 5 

6 

"' 7 

"" 8 

"""" 



White ( D) = 9. 

When you see D think of the 

number 9. 

Therefore: 

D 
= 

= 

= 

= 

.5.1 



White ( D ) = 9. 

When you see D think of the 

nwnber 9. 

Therefore: 

.... 9 

= 8 

= 7 

= 6 

= 5 

52 
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EXAMINATION 

"' (No.) 

6 = (Wd.) 

~o.) 
lt. 

8 = (Wd.) 

D = (No.) 



EXAMINATION 

C1 5 

6 = Blue 

= 7 

8 Gray 

D ... 9 
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EXAMINATION 

5 = 

7 -· 

9 c: 



EXAMINATION 

5 Green 

= 6 

7 = Violet 

= 8 

9 White 
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All resistors have different tolerance ratings. 

By the word tolerance we mean the amount that 

the value of a resistor will vary either larger 

or smaller. 

As an illustration, the base of a book end, 

made of wood, should measure 15 inches plus 

(+) or minus (-) 1/16 of an inch. The ac

cepted size could be 14 and 15/16 inches or 

15 anti 1/16 inches. It could be larger or 

smaller within a 1/16 of an inch limit. 

Tolerance means that the accepted si.ze of a 

part can be or within a limit. 
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Tolerance means that the accepted size of a 

part can be larger or smaller within a limit. 

The tolerance of resistors are measured by 

taking a per-cent of the value as the rate. 

A 100 ohm resistor having a tolerance of 10% 

would mean that it actually could \ll.ave a value 

of ohms or ohms. 
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A 100 ohm resistor having a tolerance of 10% 

would mean that it actually could have a value 

of 90 ohms or 110 ohms. 

A 100 ohm resistor having a tolerance of 20% 

would mean that it actually could have a valu~~ 

of ohms or ohms. ------- -------
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A 100 ohm resistor having a tolerance of 20% 

would mean that it actually could have a value 

of 80 ohms or 120 _.;..;;.. __ ohms. 

Resistors are normally rated in three tol

erances. These are 20%, 10%, and 5%. 

The three tolernace ratings of most resistors 

are _,_, ~d __ _ 
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